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Always. Do you think the world needs more
love? Are we doing enough to spread it? Do

you think we are too selfish? Do you like
making things? Do you think all these people
are nuts? Do you like to dance? Do you like
to sing? Do you like to go to the beach? Do

you like traveling? Do you like Hawaiian
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friends? Do you like to be around people? Do
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you love life? Do you love the world? Let's
Love It! Sunday, May 4, 2012 Warm Summer
Lovin' Ahhh...its so beautiful, just sitting here

on my patio enjoying this warm weather. I
don't think our County has had so much rain

in at least 25yrs. We've had a couple of
more heavy showers, but not like this. In the

last month we've had 6" on average. Not
sure when the last time we've had this much
rain was. Our garden looks great and not a

weed in sight. The lilacs are coming into
bloom all around my world. The sunflowers
are already on the roof tops. I haven't seen

so many hummingbirds this year. Lacy is still
a baby this year, so he isn't around much.
He's kind of a low maintenance baby, mom
can feed him, change his diapers, clean up
the messes, and he'll be fine. 6 comments:
Our winters are so unkind right now. I love

this weather and I love my ugly world.
Sounds like you are having a good time,

unless I am seeing that he has a hang nail
and will be a sissy little boy soon. LOLThis is

an archived article and the information in
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